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Shield Tab Slots 
– Adjust to Fit

Strap Lock Slots
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Strap Closure Slots
– Adjust to Fit

Strap Lock Strap Closure

Shield Tab Slots 
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Strap Lock Slots
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Strap Closure Slots
– Adjust to Fit

Strap Lock Strap Closure

For best fit, choose the same slot on the 
left and right sides as shown in example.

Left Slot Left TabRight Slot Right Tab

Kid Face Shield

Face Shield

Materials in contact with the body (head): clear polyester and HDPE sheet. This product is not intended for use in the presence of high intensity heat source or flammable gas. This product has not been FDA cleared or approved. 
This product has been authorized by FDA under an EUA for use by healthcare providers as personal protective equipment. This product is only authorized for the duration of the declaration that circumstances justifying the 
authorization of emergency use under Section 564(b)(1) of the Act, 21 USC 360bbb-3(b)(1) unless the authorization is terminated or revoked sooner.  ©2020 Roylco, Inc. Made in USA     R90051
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Step 1 Step 2

Step 3
A B C

Insert the strap, from back to front, into the slots on  
both sides of the face shield. Center the shield over  
the “Shield Tab Slots” as pictured above.  

This pattern free face shield is a reusable and washable face shield intended specifically for use by children. It is important to clean the face shield after each use with soap 
and water and a disinfectant. Follow the instructions for the disinfectant you are using for proper cleaning techniques. Never share masks before they have been cleaned.  

Assembly Instructions:

A:  Bring the ends of the strap together by curving 
them away from the face shield to form a band. 
Insert the “Strap Lock” into the desired “Strap 
Lock Slot” as pictured above. 

B:  To close the headband, insert  
the “Strap Closure” tab into the 
desired “Strap Closure Slot” as 
pictured above.

C:  The head strap should rest 
comfortably over the child’s  
ears and the shield should  
curve away from the child’s face.

Insert the tabs on the side of the face 
shield into the “Shield Tab Slots” on 
the strap as pictured above. Choose 
the slots that fit the child’s face best. 


